HEYHOUSES ENDOWED C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
Letter 53 February 25th 2021
Dear Children,
Movies and Musicals is a theme which has definitely got lots of you inspired.
Thank you for the suggestions and I know there were lots of musicals which I did
not mention. Here are some more for you to think about!
Mary Poppins

Mary Poppins uses the word "Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious"- maybe we will
have a MAD Festival spelling list with that on it! Don’t worry, I have had to look
it up to check I could spell it correctly, I think we will stick with easier words.
Maybe the list could be:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Actor
Theatre
Audience
Rehearsal and so on, we will make sure you keep learning in the Festival!
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Back to Musicals, there are more!
Annie

This musical has been filmed in
different ways over the years and is also a
stage musical.
It has a wonderful song in it:
The Sun will come out tomorrow!

And lots of great sayings!
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Frozen and Frozen II

I wonder which one is your favourite character.
I love both these films, and there are some very funny moments!
Another musical I know lots of you
love because you nominated the
songs as your Heyhouses Island
songs is The Greatest Showman.

The Wizard of Oz- my Dorothy wore red shoes for the first four years of her life,
just like Dorothy in this film, she only stopped when she came to school and had
to wear black ones. She does still like red shoes though, I think she will always
have some, just to match the name!
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High School Musical – all 3! I think I know all the words for these songs, they
came out when Margaret was in Year 2- or at least that was the year for High
School Musical parties!

And there are still more musicals we can explore in MAD 2021. I wonder which
you and your teachers will choose!
Songs and films often become part of our memories. There is a song in Piglet’s
Big Movie which I have shown you in assembly time because it is such a good
song about Friendship.
With a few good friends
And a stick or two
A house is built at a corner called Pooh
With a friend and a stick
Or three or four
A house is built where it wasn't before
See the friends made a house for Eeyore- and they all liked it! Looks a bit squashy
to me but very special.
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Anyway, I need to finish this letter because I have to start on the Friday Film- it
is Friday tomorrow, we have done another week!
The PTA had a meeting last night and there are plans for Easter Egg Bingo to
return, in a Covid safe way for each class! I will tell you more very soon.
Thank you PTA for always thinking of good ways to help us.
I have chosen a special Bible Quote about strength tonight, it is after thinking
about being brave this week. We think of superheroes as being brave but
children, YOU have been brave too, many times over the last year. Well done!
Remember, be patient and let’s do things safely.
Keep in touch…KEEP SMILING … and keep washing your hands.
With my love,
Mrs Hodgson

Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous.
Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged,
For the LORD your God will be with you wherever you go.”
Joshua 1 v 9
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